**About AEAMC**

**Electrical Solutions Experts**

Advanced Electrical and Motor Controls specializes in providing electrical solutions for discontinued electric power distribution equipment, including molded and insulated case circuit breakers, motor controls, UL-508A Panelboards.

**Life Extension Services for Insulated and Molded Case Circuit Breakers**

We provide life extension programs to extend the life of your discontinued insulated and molded case circuit breakers and renewal parts. Our goal is to keep your electrical equipment technology current with minimal downtime.

**Motor Control Life Extension**

AEAMC specializes in Life Extension for discontinued MCC buckets, incorporating the newest component technology into newly manufactured buckets. Designed for plug and play replacement; reducing maintenance downtime.

**Testing and Emergency Services**

Our in-house technicians are specifically trained to test and recondition our products to the highest standards in the industry. All test equipment is calibrated under UNSI/NCSL Z540-1 compliant certified to NIST traceability. We fully test, warranty, and insure all of our products in order to meet industry safety standards in addition to quality specifications. Our sales team is ready to meet the challenge 24/7 for emergency service. We are a Quick Ship Solutions Provider for disaster and emergency response.

Call AEAMC today to find out how we can help you.
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